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Larry Johnson appointed
new EAP director

ANTIGONE, PLAYED BY TERI GIANNOTTI, is watched by Creon's
Guard (Craig Manley) as she articulates her befallen fate in the Players
of the Pear Garden's production of Sophocles' "Antigone".

Larry Johnson, financial
aid
director at California State
College, San Bernardino, will
assume responsiblbility for the
Experimental Admissions Program
on July 1.
The E.A.P. program, established
by the college last fall, provides
for the admittance of a limited
number
of
students from
disadvantaged and
minority
groups who do not meet the
formal entrance requirements to
show potential for success in
college.
In his new position as director
o^^hi^^rogam^ohnson^

responsible for working with the
students involved to make certain
they receive proper counseling,
academic advisement, tutorial
help and financial assistance.
Johnson also will work with
community groups in an effort to
identify and recruit students for
the E.A.P. program.
Since joining the college staff
last summer, Johnson has served
as financial aid director,
administering federal and state
funds available to assist students
with their education. He also set
up and supervised the College
Information Center, situated in

(Photo by Bubbles Squire)

Last weekend to see
PPG's 'Antigone'

Tonight and tomorrow night
will be the last performances by
CSCSB's Rayers of the Pear
Garden of Sophocles tragedy,
"Antigone." Directed by Drama
Professor Dr. Ronald E. Barnes,
the cast of nineteen students will
begin their production in the
Little theatre, C-110,at 8;15 p.m.
on both nights. Tickets may be
purchased in . the Humanities
Division office, A-181, $.75 for
students and
$1.50 for
off-camp us.
Ant^one, (played by Teri
Giannotti) defies the law of King
Creon (Terry Dray) in order to
perforhi the last burial rights of
her dead brother. Although she is

the fiancee of Creon's son (Bob
Forshay), Creon sentences her to
eternal confinement in a vault
which can only lead to death. By
his action, Creon has decided that
discipline and obedience to law
over-rides consideration of an act
of compassion.
The fate of Antigone, Haemon,
and Creon is then determined by
that decision, and through the
final acts Sophocles tells us how he
views the role of the state in^
determining the jurisdiction of its
power.
The play ^11 be performed
without intermission. See the
Humanities Office now for your
tickets.

'Blow-up' Screened
by LPA'tonite
Tonight, the Lectures and
Public Affairs Committee presents
the recent award-winning film,
"Blow-Up," in P-10 at 8:00 p.m.
Director/writer Antonioni created
this cinematic excursion around a
- weekend in the life of a
high-fashion
London
photographer,
and
the
development of a mysterious
'incident unfolds as he processes
his pictures. Cast in the leading
roles are David Hemmings,
Vanessa Redgrave, Sarah Miles,
and Jill Kennington.
As one put it, "One day he
casually takes pictures of a girl and
her middle-aged lover in a park
and after developing the pictures
uncovers a possible murder. The

convincing realism inside his
studio contrasts sharply with the
fantasy of a group of revelers
outside."
Antonioni's classic film on
film-making won the Cannes Film
Festival "Grand Prize and Best
Rcture," the National Society of
Film Critics "Best Picture," the
National Society of Film Critics
"Best Picture" and the Acapulco
Film Festival "Silver Goddess
Award."
The color and action are superb
during the hour and three-quarter
production. Don't miss this
opportunity to experience one of
the best examples of film-intrigue
of this decade. Come to P-10
tonight at 8:00 p.m. Admission is
free, of course.

THREE MORE CAST MEMBERS OF "ANTIGONE' ARE, I. to r.;
Oeon (Terry Dray), Telresias (Nick Pencoff), and the small boy (Marie
DeLong). May 23 and 24 are the final performances of our drama club's
Spring Quarter production.
(Photo by Bob Squire)

Draft information service
moves to A-160
The Draft Information Service

will now function out of office
A-160, said Gary Smith, a
co-ordinator of this student
service.
Beside obtaining
draft
information from a table in the
free-speech area from 11:30 to 1
p.m. on
Monday
through
Thursday, students can receive
information and assistance from
the office from 1 to 2 p.m.,
Tuesday through Thursday, and
by appointment, according to
Smith.
The Draft Information Service,
recently started on campus, offers
information about a person's
choices and alternatives under the
present draft system.
"Many students don't even
know the basics of the draft
set-up," explained Smith. For
example, most students don't
realize that when they request and
receive II-S study deferments

(since 1967), they waive their
rights to later obtaining a
fatherhood
dependency
deferment.
Another
misunderstanding about the draft
laws is the assumption that
conscientious objectors need be
members of Friends (Quakers) or
Mennonite faiths to receive
recognition; when in fact one
need have had no formal religious
training
to
obtain
the
conscientious — objector status.
Even though the draft laws still
recognize conscientious objection
only on "religious training and
belief," this had been interpreted
braodly by the courts to include
personal
(and
often
unconventional) beliefs.

UP, UP & AWAY
"Up, Up, and Away," a
graduation dinner-dance in honor
of the class of 1969 will be held

the House of Neighborly Service,
to provide facts about higher
education to young people and
adults from the area.
During the spring quarter,
Johnson and Dr. John Hatton,
associate dean of students for
counseling and testing, have been
co-directors of
the E.A.P.
program.
The College currently has 22
students enrolled in the E.A.P.
program. It will be expanded next
fall to involve approximately 40
new students and nearly all of the
original group.
The E.A.P. program is funded
entirely by the college, with
faculty and students participating
in the counseling and tutoring.
Financial aid is made available to
the E.A.P. students on the ba^ of
need,
under
the same
requirements followed for all
persons requiring scholarships,
loans or grants to pursue their
education.
Prior to joining the Gal State
staff, Johnson served as director
of community services in the
Perris Union School District and
earlier as assistant director of
Operation Gearshift in the
Riverside County Schools office.
Both programs were concerned
with the under-achievers in junior
and senior high schools.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson and their
three sons live in Riverside.
this year at Monte Corona
Conference Center in Twin Peaks
(in the San Bernardino Mtns.) on
Thursday, June 12. This year's
graduation dance is being
sponsored by the Junior Class.
Music will be provided by one of
the Inland Empire's hottest
groups, the Good Feelings.
The dinner-dance will be open
to all students, faculty, and staff.
Ticket prices are $12.00 per
couple for both events while
graduating seniors will only pay
$.0 per couple. Those wishing to
attend the dance but not the
dinner can purchase tickets at
$3.00 per couple. Dinner will be
served from 8:00 p.m. — 9:00
p.m. with the dance lasting from
9:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m.
Tickets will be sold by members
of from the Junior Class Cabinet
in the Free Speech Area daily.
However, all dinner-dance ticket
sales will end on Wednesday, May
28 as reservations must be made
in advance to Monte Corona.
Dance tickets can be purchased
up until the time of the event
itself. THE DANCE WILL BE
FORMAL.
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Prophecy

What can happen next year at CSCSB?
— '69-70 will be the last year that the Pawprint will be published as a
4-page tabloid. Either it will go to a 4-page standard or will alternate
between 4, 6, and 8 pages in th3 following years.
— apathy will become too lethai^ic to continue. Students have
discovered that they change their environment if they work for it.
— the Community University will grow, and interact with the ASB,
Cultural Affairs, LPA and Activities Committee to present a new
spectrum of educational, cultural and 'iearning" experiences.
— student interest will grow in the need for revision of the G.E.
program, representation on the Faculty Senate, and a voice in college
policy making.
— student art will emerge more and more from the underground.
— students will take advantage of opportunities to rap with our
Administrators, a channel of communication which has always existed
but has been little used except sporadicly by a few.
— The feasibility of a "Student Union" will still be questionable.
Instead, student leaders of the new ASB government and others will at
least investigate the possibility of renting or buying a house or store
front to use as a combined coffee house, art center, folk music center
for CSCSB students.
— student evaluation of teachers should be finalized by the Winter
Quarter, '70.
— more students other than just the ASB officers will attend national
and state wide conferences, such as the CSCSPA, the NSA, and open
meetings Dumke, the Trustees and Reagan.
— Ethnic Studies programs will be integrated into the cirricula by
mid-year.
Perhaps "prophecy" is too strong a word here .... optimism might
better suit the situation. But one thing is clear: the active ingredient,
the necessary catalyst for any successful program is student interest and
participation. As long as CSCSB is the embryonic stage as a nonresident
campus, there will exist problems with unity and spirit. However, if
students keep sight of what has been demonstrated here this year —
that they can reflect their voice into the academic structure — then by
the time the residence hails are completed a dynamic, living foundation
for student life shall have been created.

About Last Week .. .
During the last week, I have
received much criticism, both pro
and con, about my editorial on
Dr. Egge's memorandum.
Although I firmly believe in the
two essential criticisms of which I
wrote — that Nick Pencoff is a
worthy source of aid to the
committee even if only for a day,
and that his replacement by a
student
from
Biology or
Chemistry does not enlai^e the
proportion of representation — I
cannot fail to recognize two faults
with the method I used to relay
that criticism. I, as editor, bear a
constant responsibility to the
ideals of fairness and respect for
the power of the editorial format.
It was within these two spheres
that I was exploiting my office.
Although an apology or a
retraction in no way compensates
for consistant and immediate
adherence to th^ ideals, it at
least can demonstrate a degree of
flexibility and capacity to learn
from error.
My greatest mistake was in not

contacting Dr. Egge to validate his
intentions in his memorandum,
and offer him a simultaneous
opportunity to reply in the same
issue. My second injustice,
(termed an injustice only because
I did
not
validate
my
interpretation) was to release my
sarcasm into the critique.
Though my
method was
questionable, it remains curious to
me that if Natural Science
students are not being fairly
represented in CSCSB's activities,
why is it that a faculty member
must stand up and request his
flock be included? Why don't
those students simply walk into
the ASB offices and work? If I
have caused yet another further
polarization on this campus, I do
not see that as constructive. But
the fact remains that this is the
first week out of nine months that
I have experienced the physical
presence of science majors in he
Pawprint office.
MARK TRENAM

Open letter to our campus
By DR. LESLIE
As one who has immensely
enjoyed participating, in his own
imperfect way, in the growth of
our College newspaper during the
past two years, I was pained and
saddened to read Mr. Trenam's
editorial blast at Professor Egge
and at our science students last
Friday, May 16. Its insulting tone
was
bad enough, but its
underlying assumptions were even
more appalling, l^e power of the
press is indeed mighty, but as
Plato well knew so many centuries
ago, power without wisdom is
only a monster that wreaks
injustice.
Like Professor Egge, I too had
been amazed to learn recently
that Nick Pencoff, who is due to
leave us this summer for the
University of Illinois, had just
been appointed as one of the
student representatives to the
extremely important new Ad Hoc
Committee on Student-Faculty
Policy-Making
Relationships,

VAN MARTER
designed to undertake a long hard
look
at
our
campus
self-governance. Nick's talents
have obviously impressed Mr.
Trenam, but even the light cast by
such a sun should not blind us to
one very elemental fact of student
life: too often an enterprise is
thwarted by the untimely
departure of one or more leaders,
leaving a dream aborted instead of
born.
.Since the rhythm of the student
action, especially at
a
commuter—and—transfer campus
like ours, is so vulnerable to
discontinuity, it seems absurd to
me to make a virtue of
unnecessarily
planning more
discontinuity, ftofessor
Egge's
ai^ument on this point has merit,
and does not deserve Mr.
Trenam's emotional response. I
protest it is also unreasonable to
assume that Nick's sunset glow
cannot be eclipsed by some new
(Continued on Page 4 )

Ramon Navarro Elected Pres. of U.M.A.S.
By MIKE ZLAKET
Ramon feels that what this
The organization of United
"I can see now how better and
Mexican-American Students, campus needs very much is a type more practical methods for
UMAS, held its club elections on of language room in which any learning can be initiated, and I can
Monday, May 12. Elected as Spanish language student may also see how a student can help in
President of the club for the study, converse, listen to the process. i have conducted
academic year of 1969-70 was recordings, read literature, all in many classes In the military, and I
Ramon Navarro. Other officers Spanish. Ramon feels that such a have had the experience in
were also elected for the same room could also be used for changing methods of teaching to
term. They were: Maximino tutoring, club meetings, etc. in a
gain effectiveness. Sometimes one
Avilez, Member at Large; Maria more or less cultural setting. Said
.^uillar. Secretary; Jorge A. Rios, Ramon, "A language is learned has to find more "intelligently"
Executive Assistant; John M. two or three times faster by practical means for a more
Bareno,
Publicity; Robert conversation and the atmosphere effective learning process. One has
Cisneros, Treasurer. The club's created which relates to the to be aware of the students' point
of view."
advisors are Dr. Sergio Elizondo, language being studied."
and Dr. Ernesto Garcia.
Ramon Navarro, the club's
president, is a veteran of the
Korean War, and is past president
of Colorado River Chapter and
Reserve Officers Association. He
is also a member of the BIythe
chapter of the 20-30 Club. He is
presently an Army Reserve
Captain.
When asked about clubs in
general, Ramon had this to say: "I
only join an organization when I
learn
that
the
particular
organization's aims or objectives
are for the betterment of people
in need. I find that many social
clubs, service clubs, and other
oiganizations tend to think only
for their own interests and
enjoyment. If I finally join an
organization, I give my greatest
effort wholeheartedly to this
oi^anization."
The aims of the UMAS chapter
are, as Ramon puts it, "to create a
more understanding relationship
between the college and the
Mexican-American community; to
encourage, counsel, and help RAMON NAVARRO - New U.M.A.S. Pres. (Photo by Terry Nicholson)
other
Mexican-Americans in
continuing their education; to
promote a type of recruiting
effort for more Mexican-American
MARK TRENAM Editor-in-Chief
students on this campus and to
BEN JACQUES Managing Editor
help in any way possible the
Mexican-American students who
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
find themselves in need of some
help once they are here."
DON LANNON
ERIC ROMSTAD
When asked about what the
club's future plans are, Ramon
TIM MURPHY
TERRY NICHOLSON
revealed that he is in the process
Layout
PHOTOGRAPHY
Chief Photographer
of
outlining a conversational
Spanish course to be offered
Terrie Bouton
during the summer session by the
Community
University. Said
SAM HOUSTON
JERRY HAMBLETON KIM BRINTON
Ramon, "A course of this type is,
Cartoonist
Advertising Mgr.
Business Mgr.
or should be, the answer to the
communication problem which
CAROL CORREIA
exists among many students and
DR. MARY CISAR
Circulation Mgr.
members of any community in
Advisor
the Southwest." This course
STAFF WRITERS
would not cover the grammar
phase in Spanish, but it would be
Dave Brown, Michael Zlaket, Harvey Friedman
a practice in the phraseology of
Jerry Rohde — Director of Anatomical Display
spoken Spanish.
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What went wrong in Reno?
By DAVE COMBS
It was a cold day in May when
the fifty-six Pontiac pulled into
the University of
Nevada's
conference center at Reno — Six
students going to an NSA
conference an educational reform.
Should w? not have expected
more than an abandonned
air-force base? Yes, we were
quartered in the officers barracks.
Bags once in cell, a quick trip
back to the seat of one-armed
bandits (there are stores too)
found us trying to round up
environmental block busters like
paper
and
poster-paint —
something
to
charge the
puke-green pallor of military
enclosures, and lend a more
condusive atmoshophere to
discussions of reform. — all to no
avail.
Dinner in the mess hall couldn't
have been more than just that.
First we were treated to a
discussion of who should sit
where at the speaker's table.
Throughout dinner only one fork
dropped — the single sound to
break a silence of one-hundred
student reformers who seemed to
• have nothing to say about reform.
Chairmen began speeches by
making "a few procedural"
remarks and introduces Sanford
from Stanford who harrangued his
captive audience a full two hours
on the fact that reform was
needed — based on studies made
by him in the forties and early
fifties at Vassar — the subject was
anti-sematism, alcohlism,
panty-raids, and free-love —
everyone is graded according to
his ^cial Maturity.
Just as we begin to split,
advising that informal discussion
will be held in our apartments for
the interested, Mike Rossman tells
Sanford that he belongs back at
Stanford — the silence deadens.
Russ Bass suggests cooly that
' maybe a conference on reform of
education shouldn't be a re-run of

Forum
By Fred Waters

jr. college freshman orientation —
a little less procedure (Ten
seminars set up in advance — you
pick three and attend), a little
more
thought. BLOW
UP.
Indignation — accusations of
outside agitators. "This doesn't
happen at my campus."
Seminara cancelled, for that
evening — General discussion
gCTSonality contests — all the big
bosses in one room at a time
stomping over delegates from
Marymount, Merced, Immaculate
Heart al. Nothing arrived at. Most
liberal views from Immacuclate
heart.
Private confrontations until one
in the morning — to the tune of
ten group leaders screaming in an
antichamber:
What
went
wrong????
Sleep — up at eight thirty to
breakfast, rap, vrire-up others to
community u. and to attend
meeting of dissentors lead by Russ
Bass, and joined by several of the
group leaders. Result? No-one
comes until 11:00 in the morning.
Scout the seminars: three-to five
students attending, all the rest
either in bed, in Reno, or out of
it.
Caucus, decision? SPLIT.
End up at American Friends
Conference on new vocations in
Marin. Good
people, great
dicussions on Community u. and
sensitivity towards changing
concepts — reappraisal of
university-college — brainvalue
ideology.
1301
miles later
and
conclusion? Best thing that
happened:
Push button in Reno to get
permission to cross the alcoholic
mainstream that seems to form
then main drag: Green light
comes on, but not "Walk" sign —
sixty year old gin freak starts
across and throws over her
shoulder: "You kin git run over
once."

I

Hooray

Somehow after much public
griping, in the Sun Telegram and
around; planned and abandoned
boycotts and futile, frustrating
meetings with the Harding
Williams
Representatives and
the
Bookstore
Cafeteria
Committee, I gave up . . . quit
putting negative suggestions in the
box, stopped writing poison pen
letters the the Sun's famous
Marjie Shoemaker, stopped
planning boycotts and like
everyone else I began bringing my
lunch.
HORRAY HOORAY
FOR
APATHY!!! Apparently it is the
key to success, becuase the food
in the cafeteria has been nearly
edible/appetizing for the last
couple of weeks. I have been
pleasantly surprised that no one
has chipped a tooth on a
hamburger, found wire in their pie
or bugs in their salads, and no one
has had an exploding donut for
weeks ... 1 have noticed that
specials are (relatively) interesting
and portions somewhat larger.
Goodies like low fat yogart have
appeared
magically;

Restriction of literature
termed 'censorship'

We are told "The purpose of a
College is to educate." One of the
basis for an education and hence a
college is the FREE exchange of
ideas among its members.
Unfortunately, this is not in total,
the case at Cal-State. Many of the
inhibiting agents and systems have
been discussed, but little has been
done. To a student, standing like a
David before the giant of
administrative Loquaciousness,
the problem of constructive
change seems Insurmountable.
Stone walls have poor ears.
Censorship, particularly
de
facto censorship cripples much
would be exchange and is not
commensurate with the ideals of
education. The
particular
instance, hereto referred, not to
mention others implied, is the
necessity for students to have
handbills (and
the like)
"approved" by the Dean of
Activities Office.
The implications of this process
are
many. Perhaps
the
Administration feels students are

incapable of poignant articulation,
(or perhaps it is this that the
Administration
fears). Are
students irresponsible, i.e., not to
be able to judge and accept the
responsibility, both legal and
ethical, for their publications?
Also, is the Adminstmtive concept
of the student that of a
"sub-citizen", not to be granted
our guaranteed freedoms, e.g.
press? The list grows on. If these
are not the assumptions of the
Administration, then why have an
Approval system? Ah, maybe
there are other reasons.
One of these "other reasons,"
probably the most often used, is
to protect the general ear from
horrid speech, (my apologies to
Wm. Shakespeare) if so, then
why erect a Library and stock it
with books. Could not many of
these books offend? The usual
retort is "But one does not have
to read these books." One neither
has to accept nor read a circular.
Perhaps "approval" is a
euphemism for the registration of

pamphleteers. The reasons why
such a registration might come
into being IH leave to the reader.
Again, are not members of the
college community capable and
mature enough to accept the
responsibilities
for
their
publications and actions? If not,
could we not ask the same
question of Administrators?
The
attitude
of
the
Administration seems to be
negative to say the least! Methods
of peaceful free exchange seems
to be less preferable than those of
explosive, frustrative violent
change. These Administrative road
blocks detours, and obstacles,
often more than not, obfuscate
issues rather than define and
affect corrective change. If the
Administration is sincere about
education and not concerned with
Administration
for
Administration's sake, then why
not begin with the corrective
abolition of the circular approval
system.

Letters

WONDERFUL WONDERFUL
WONDERFUL
Giving credit where it is due,
there has been a nice change in
the
cafeteria and I am
tremendously grateful that once
every five years we can look
forward to cooperation from
Harding Williams (Saga) on the
eve of their contract renewal . . .
HORAY HOORAY HOORAY.
Janie Grimwood

TWLF

Editor's Note
Enclosed is a letter from Roger
Alvarado,
On
Campus
Coordinator for the Third World
Liberation Front, San Francisco
State College. The letter was
written from the San Francisco
City Jail, May 12, 1969, where
Roger is being held prior to
sentencing on May 19,1969.
To the Editors:
The strike of Third World
peoples and white supporters at
San Francisco State College was a
part of expanding the movement
in this country toward liberation.
It was a strike, an action with a
direction toward a revolutionary
level because it was based upon
principles drawn from the
foundation of oppressed Third
World peoples' needs.
There are some fundamental
questions concerning the strike
and its history that directly relate
to the expansion and development
of the movement into a more
cohesive and powerful force of
the people. The hows, whys,
whats, wheres of the strike cannot
be overlooked in determining
guidelines for the work — work
not so glorious and saleable as the
strike — that need to be
recognized if we are to continue
to move and not be overrun by
the tremendous powers being
concentrated against the people at
this time.
For over two and a half years
people worked at San Francisco
State College and in the Bay Area
on the educational needs of Third
World people. Not just at the
Collie, or in schools, but in the
streets, in people's homes, with
juvenile authorities, city officials,
gangs, car clubs, Y's, in bars and
on and on and on. People worked
together and learned together

Steven Emanuel

what the general and specific
needs of Third World people were
and continued not only to
educate others but also to develop
their understanding and ability to
relate to the people's needs. The
three principles of the strike werd
established
from
this
commitment! and work. In turn
the principles of the strike have
demonstrated
the clear
oppressiveness of
higher
education.
The duration of the strike, the
strike strategy, as well as the
organization and flexibility of the
strike came from the perspectives
and politics of a continuously
developing
programmatic
approach to making basic changes
in this country. In no way do I
imply or contend that mistakes
were not made during the strike.
However, it is a fact that for the
first time in this country: 1) a
working class institution of the
largest higher educational system
in the world was brought to its
knees and held there for four and
a half months — Hayakawa or no
Hayakawa; 2) Third World people
defined principles and demands
concerning their needs; 3) Third
World people established and
maintained leadership of the
strike that was recognized and
accepted by large numbers of
white people; 4) college professors
organized and acted as members
(Continued on page 4)
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^ (Continued from

there are no natural science
majors on these committees that
of the working class; 5) a coalition we are not interested or have
Thank you Natural Sciences for
of Third World people in their shown on interest.
your opinions. Why can't the
communities and young Third
The two active clubs in the Pawprint receive more of them? My
World people in the elite Natural Science division are first response is directed towards
institutions of higher education indicitive of the student activity Miss Nbry Ditto, President of
was formed; 6) a coalition and reflective of the involved Lambda Sigma. When you ask if
between Third World people and a spirit prevalent in this division. It the "Daisy Hangers" can claim
workers union striking Standard is interesting to note that these active involvement
in
Oil in Richmond was made. These apathetic students in the Biology d e f i n i t e
keeping w i t h t h e
events did not occur because of a and
Chemistry clubs have, academic ideals upon which oiur
sham — they occurred because through student action and work campus was established" as have
people understood the necessity during the last two quarters, the Biology and Chemistry Clubs,
of these actions and coalitions. presented eight speakers. All I am happy to answer, NO. The
The experiences of their daily experts in their respective fields, reason is simple: the Daisy group
committment and work among these speakers have come here to has been working to correct the
oppressed Third World people give seminars to student-faculty discrepencies in these so-called
taught this necessity.
audiences. These have been "academic ideals." If you term
Since the end of the strike the activities in definite keeping with such conditions as the repression
work has increased far beyond the academic ideals upon which of student art on campus, the
anything that it was before and our campus was established. Can lack of student representation on
during the strike. We are actively the Daisy hangers say the same? the Faculty Senate and Academic
working not only to implement
Mary Ditto Cuoncil, mandatory Comps with
the demands but to extend our
President of no alternatives, and a rigid, static
work more and more into our
Lambda Sigma G.S. program "academic ideals,"
communities in defense of our
then go ahead and support them.
people and our supporters. In the
As for me. 111 work to change
law courts specifically we are
them.
To Whom it May Concern:
concerned about the 700 persons
Secondly, I direct myself to
The time has come when one Miss Sylvia M. Stone, Senior
arrested during the strike. We have
been able to find lawyers and can no longer go to school for Biology major. Perhaps you
provide a tremendous amount of academic reasons. It seems that missed my "Editor's Note" on
"getting involved" in whatever page 4 of the May 2 issue of the
assistance in an attempt to protect
our people, but we need more whim is popular at the moment Pawprint. As long as you're still
people and more money. I know means more to certain minds on condemning Mr. Rohde for "flatly
too well that these are the same this campus than academic refusing" to attend Governor
old please, but it has been a long considerations. I am referring to Reagan's invitation, I'll let the
struggle and it's going to take the absurd editorial in the student body presidents who did
more time, more people and more Pawprint of May 16th.
attend that conference answer and
money. I can only ask you that if
I have read and reread the reprint that article:
you supported the strike, agreed excerpt from Dr. Egge's memo.
with
its
principles and/or Nowhere did it state that Mr. FROM CSCSPA - 4/24/69
understand the rights of people to Pencoff is incompetent. Nowhere
"Student body presidents from
be liberated not just in their souls, did it state that a natural science the state college campuses met
hearts and minds but in their major
would
be
more Tuesday, April 22, in Sacramento
material needs as well, then give representative. It merely stated wth Governor Ronald Reagan for
to yourself the opportunity to that for the committee to be a short afternoon of questions and
continue to develop your representative of
the entire answers."
involvement. We need you and student body it should have at
"In a news conference following
your money (if you have any) to least one natural science major the meeting, CSCSPA officers and
protect our people in the courts in student member or at least the student body presidents
order to
exhaust another someone who would reflect their expressed a frustration about the
alternative and push ourselves into viewpointmeeting, saying that student
another direction. The work is
The assumption that natural leaders and California's Governor
ours and the money is needed to science majors do not do anything seemed to be talking on two
get the tools necessary for on this campus is personally different channels."
defending our people.
offensive. I have been active in
Hasta la victoria siempre, student government since this
Also, Miss Stoned, my last name
Roger T. Alvarado school opened in Fall 1965.1 was is spelled with an "m."
Make checks payable to: San
a member of the first Student
Francisco State Legal Defense
Orientation Committee, chairman
Fund
of the Committee to Evaluate
Mail to: Third World Liberation
Orientation, editor of the first
Front, 546 Fillmore Street, San
STUDENT HANDBOOK, and am
By FRED WATERS
presently on the Graduation
Francisco, California 94117
Currently there is a petition
Committee. I do not consider this
being circulated about our campus
a sleeping slug!
by my wife and myself. The
If one will look around, he will object of this petition is to make
As President of Lambda Sigma
(better known as the Biology find several natural science majors k n o w n t h e s e n t i m e n t s o f t h e
class
officers
a n d petitioners concerning chemical
Qub) I feel it is not only my place a s
but part of my responsibility to representatives. Several of the and biological weapons.
newly elected officers are natural
The petition reads as follows:
that office to make comment on
"We the undersigned, being
the
ridiculous "editorial" science majors. I do not consider
presented to the student body in them apathetic members of the m e m b e r s o f
the
World
student body.
the last issue of the Pawprint.
Community and concerned with
In the past the editor's column,
Most students go to college for the fate of mankind, ABHOR and
a place > hat should be used with academic reasons. To get active in CONDEMN the use, propagation
maturity, has shown a lack of
student government is good also; and development of chemical and
forethought and competence
however, sometimes such power biological weapons. Further, we
totally di^aceful to any college
causes swollen heads. Swollen regard with utmost repugnance
campus, especially one on an
heads do not make good leaders the storage of chemical and
academically oriented campus, as
or reflect the opinion of the biological weapons, generating the
is ours.
for
serious
majority of the students. Instead, p o t e n t i a l i t y
One major complaint on
swollen heads cause foolish acts. consequences, the effects of
campus this year has been the
A good example is Mr. Rhode's which may be irreversabel. In
reluctance of the faculty to have
PERSONAL decision to flatly addition, we feel that appropriate
students on their committees. Mr.
refuse Governor
Reagan's measures must be taken with the
Trenam, do you really think this
invitation. If this is what is greatest dispatch to alleviate the
type of statement will help the considered "getting involved," I problem and to prevent the
student cause? By making a slam
possible disasterous end to
DON'T WANT IT!
at a professor are you making
mankind."
I'm proud of this college's high
points? I seriously doubt it, but
Perhaps some will claim it is
a c a d e m i c s t a n d a r d s . T h e idealistic assuming something will
then having been classified as an
unactive, unhuman, sleeping slug opportunities open for students come of this action. But to do
who really what to learn are nothing is to be willing to
in a self-sterilized test tube I'm,
numerous. What a pity that such participate in the eventual
presumably, not aware of student
standards are clouded by ill-fated destruction of mankind. I, for one
needs and problems!
Natural Science majors have attempts for individual fulfillment do not wish to participate in such
as shown in Mr. Rhode's decision a suicide •
shown interest and tried to get
positions on various campus and Mr. Trenan's editorial.
Please, if your feelings on the
committees but "Under normal
subject are echoed in the petition
Now that I have had my say, I
give us your support by signing it.
appointment procedures, the ASB
will retire to my quiet lab and
Copies of the petition are going to
Executive Cabinet" has time and
continue mv academic endeavors.
time again turned down or totally
the U.N., The President of the
^nored these offers.
Once
Miss Sylvia M. Stone U.S., The U.S. Congress, State
rebuked we hear remarks when
Senior Biology Major Government and the News Media.

Editor s Response

Letters pageS)

Offended

Weapons petition

Disgraceful

Open letter cont.
personal, complex reality of
fellow students who live an(f
breathe and die a little each day
too, as we all do. Or perhaps he
hasn't yet outgrown an attitude
that was all too fa^ionable and
passionate among us during the
week of March 10, the week of
I'affaire Mankau.

DR. LESLIE VAN MARTER

unknown, rising star. Untried
talent can prove itself if given a
reasonable opportunity, and the
difficult problems facing the
Committee demand sustained,
continuous attention that gains in
cumulative insight, something
which is lost when the service of
any member is chopped up into
small temporal snippets of mere
weeks.
Worst of all is Mr. Trenam's
scornful jibe against science
students, as though they are all
cast from one mean mold, and as
though they are too poor in
human qualities to serve our
campus and
diversify its
understanding of itself. During
twenty years here and at other
colleges, I have encountered too
many fine science students, on the
battl^ounds of my philosophy
courses, and on the playgrounds
of a great range of extra-curricular
activities, to tolerate such rubbish
silently!
Four years ago, one young
freshman girl, arrived to major in
biology (Janice Sandahl), started
the Newman Foundation on this
campus. As its first president, she
enei^etically helped shape its
tradition of cultural service
through varied programs, and she
is only one of a long string of
examples that can be cited. I
submit that Mr. Trenam is
grotesquely over-generalizing. He
seems to prefer an abstract,
impersonal, simplistic caricature,
upon which he can conveniently
heap abuse, to the concrete,

Let me broaden my point, for
the issue is much bigger than one
Editor-in-Chief. The Pawprint has
a splendid challenge, and a serious
responsibility, to serve all
members of
our campus
community impartially. With
imagination and skill, vnth a
disciplined passion for human
justice and the critical wisdom to
discern when justice is truly being
served, it can unite our
community instead of dividing it,
and it can enrich us all by helping
our pluralism to flower in bonds
of mutual respect and affectionate
friendship. When this challenge is
not met, we risk suffering from
that cancer of the spirit called
petty prejudice, and we substitute
the living death of hatred for the
warm and vibrant life of
compassionate, good-humored
understanding.
Our college was bom of the idea
that many hearts and diverse
talents can come together in one
great adventure: the <..^ared
experience of learning. We are all
interdependent in this adventure,
so we should stubbornly prize all
that is contributed to it by all of
us. To do anything less is to build
barbed wire cages for our souls, as
toys for tyrants. We do not need
to be a race of gods to avoid such a
hell. We only need to be more
fully human, living the good life
together by the sweat of our
brows, mit^ling our laughter and
tears, our hopes and triumphs. My
farewell wish to the Pawprint is
that it may never again settle for
anything less.
Leslie E. Van Marter
Professor of Philosophy

Students Speak OutOne of the most important
documents in CSCSB history, now
under consideration, is the
speech-ad hoc proposal. When this
document was brought under
consideration by the Faculty
Senate recently. Dr. James Crum,
Senator from Natural Sciences,
raised an objection to a portion of
the document which would allow
unrestricted distribution of
literature on this campus. He felt
that such distribution might

constitute an infringement on the
rights of some students who might
not wish to be subject to the
material distributed. He did not
propose or make any changes of
the document.
This question was randomly
posed to students: "Do you feel
that the unrestricted distribution
of student literature on campus
might infringe on the rights of
people who do not wish to see
the literature?"

Opinion . . . Infringement
Interviews By MIKE ZLAKET
S H A R O N S M I T H , Senior,
Sociology: "I don't really think
that there should
be any
limitations put on the distribution
of literature since they don't have
to read it if it offends them. The
rules that now govern the free
speech area seem to be all right as
they are, without change."
ERIC
HORNE, Junior,
Chemistry: "Free distribution of
literature on campus is the right
of every member of the academic
community, provided that it
pertains to the welfare, or
curiosity, or interest of said
community.
However, any
literature o r p r o p a g a n d a t h a t is
antagonistic or degrading to the
interest
of
the

community should either be
censored or banned."
LOWELL TUCKER, Senior,
Spanish: "Dr. Crum's remark that
unrestricted distribution of
literature might infringe upon the
rights, of those students who don't
wish to* ^e it seems to me
nonsense."
ILONA LAWRENCE, Junior,
English: "If they don't want to
read the literature that is
distributed they don't have to;
that includes students, faculty —
everybody on the campus. The
fact that I don't want to read
what someone else wants to read
doesn't give me the right to
prevent him from reading it."
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Letter

Forum
. . If we leave our students frustrated, antagonized, and hostile, we are inviting continued agitation, for
these students, be they black, brown, or white, will not shed such feelings upon graduation, as rulers in
other countries have discovered."

By DR. ELUOTT BARKAN
Harvard; Columbia; CONY; Queens College; Cornell; Duke; Howard; Chicago; Berkeley; San Francisco
State; Stanford. Now they are more than merely names of colleges and universities. At once they summon
forth images of occupation, confrontation, conciliation, and, on occasion, capitulation. Few of us are
unaware of the impact which student demonstrations on these and other campuses have wrought, but too
few have carefully considered their implications. Confusion reigns on many levels: among those, on the one
hand, who feel that the escalation of tactics is fully justified in terms of their goals, and those, on the other
hand, who fear the long range repercusdons of undiscrimating pressure; among the mass of students, who
are torn by their own preoccupations, support of legitimate movements, and abhorrence of violence; among
administrators, who fear the dissidents, fear the legislators, fear the public, and, it seems, not infrequently
fear themselves; among the people at large, who see the visible manifestations of unrest and resistance but
not the frustrations and long festering grievances that provoked many of the demonstrations; and finally,
among the faculty, many of whom wish to appear sympathetic, others who are in fact in sympathy, others
oblivious or hostile, and still those so confused they cannot decide where they do stand or ought to stand.
There are not clearcut answers, and I dismiss the pseudo — intellectual bullies who glibbly toss about
catchy phrases that barely disguise the emptiness of their thought. I deplore the agitated young men and
women who have made the extreme means their ends and change both far more frequently than they do
their clothes. I abhor the shallow, selfish political leaders who have attempted to make capital out of the
student unrest, proving to the disillusioned and the skeptical their unreliability and mediocrity. I feel sorry
for the many people who have not bothered to distinguish the legitimate protestors from the mindless,
violent ones and have once again displayed the propensity of so many Americans towards simplistic
analyses of complex questiones and intolerance of dissent. I gloat over those administrators who formerly
ruled their campuses like fiefdoms and are now getting their come=uppance, while I sympathize with those
sincerely committed leaders who have been hit by the pitiless cross-fire of extremists and outraged citizens.
Finally, I lament the position which so many of my colleagues have taken — hiding behind their doors, their
books, their precious lecture notes. From Cambridge and Queens to Stanford and San Francisco, I have
„ soon too few faculty speaking out and providing leadership. I have ssen too few willing to stand behind the
fair demands and, at the same time, resist intimidation and denounce the vicious, blind minority who have
exploited their initiative through the use of totally unjustified and unwarranted measures of violence and
coercion.
Not only must we teachers speak out forthrightly but we must tirelessly strive to clarify the issues and
separate the sense from the nonsense, the valid from the violent, the grievances from the grotesque. We
must damn those who stupidly destroy property, furniture, files, catalogues, and other materials — as if that
would really bring the Establishment tumbling down — materials that are essential to the very education for
which they claim to be seeking improvement. We must insist that the proper measures be raken to prevent,
and if not prevent quickly terminate, such narrow-minded, ignorant behavior. At the same time we must
commit ourselves to bringing about meaningful and substantial chaises in our educational system. I, for
one, reject the view that sees our college students as incapable of making sound judgments on matters
relevant to their own future. Whether students attend a particular institution for one year or five years they
ought to have a voice and a vote to back up that voice, for that period, long or short, can substantially
affect their lives. Teachers and administrators owe as much responsibility to their students as to the
community, for the colleges and universities exist for both and they are all inseparable. If we leave our
students ^strated, antagonized, and hostile, we are inviting continued agitation, for these students, be
they black, brown, or white, will not shed such feelings upon graduation, as rulers oin other countries have
discovered. In any case, I see no justification for ending democracy at the university gates. The time has
come for the vested interests and the infelxible and bigoted attitudes that have {woduced the rigid
-educational systems and the racially imbalanced student bodies to give way to more equitable and just
arrangements.
If American history reveals little else it amply demonstrates that the land of the free has only been free
for those with the right complexion and religion. Americans have so mistreated minorities in this country
that one day more of discrimination and inequality is totally unacceptable. And so, I also applaud the
eme^ence and awakening of minority students — and those who are struggling in their behalf. Yet, I cannot
but regret and censure those misguided individuals and groups — black and white — who have turned to
violence and the threat of violence as their strategy. I see many, many rotten things in our society and on
our campuses, but no one has convinced me that the only available channels for realizing change now are
the violent ones. We must all fight for a truly open society — one we have preached about but never
developed — we must all fight the ossification of our system, we must all fight for equal opportunity for
each and every person, but we all must also fight those who have exploited the ills of some for their own
violent pleasures. Admittedly, we must employ pressure tactics in order to achieve these things, for too
many men who hold the reins of power understand only open and undisguised pressure. But effective
pressure and destructive violence are not synonymous; indeed, they are mutually exclusive. We may be
confronted with many rigid people in a seemingly rigid system, but neither are totalitarian and neither have
''long remained inflexible. One century ago that many have been the case; I doubt it as now. Likewise, I
know of no concession or reform achieved by student violence that could not have been attained by every
measure short of that, and far more allies than enemies would have remained in the end.
What I am urging everyone — student, teacher, and administrator — is that, as responsible citizens and
members of the academic community, we must fight three battles. We must push and push and push until
every door that stands ajar for whites does not slam before our black and brown brothers. We must fight to
insure that the meaningful needs and interests of students are secured and that they are given a role in
determining the direction In which institutions so vital to them move. Finally, we must forthrightly and
openly resist and condemn the aimless, senseless, stupid tactics of the extremists, who have proven nothing
more than their ability to taint and obscure our real goals while strengthening the hand of the reactionaries
and alienating the moderates. Over three centuries ago struggling peoples came to these shores hoping to
find their havens. Their descendants fought a revolution and pledged themselves to make this nation a
haven for all peoples. Perhaps the leaders of Jefferson's time did not really envision ALL men when they
declared that "all men are created equal and are endowed with certain inalienable rights," but the American
people did indeed commit themselves to that ideal. It is high time we made it a reality — by joining hands
rather than by taking up arms to end our nightmare of bigotry and inequality.

Louis Heilborn-commencement speaker
Commencement weaker at
California State College, San
Bernardino will be Louis H.
Heilbron, San F-ancisco attorney
and former chairman of the Board
of Trustees for the State Colleges.
Graduation services for the
approximately 150 members of
the Class of 1969 will be at 8
p.m., Friday, June 13 in the
college gymnasium. This will be
the third commencement exercise
for the college.
Long interested in higher
education, Heilbron served as
assistant dean of men at his alma
mater, the University of California

PAWPRINT

in Berkeley, while working toward
his law degree.
Heilbron was a trustee of the
California State Colleges from
1960 until his term expired earlier
this year. He served as chairman
during his first three years on the
board.
The attorney also was for eight
years a member of the California
Coordinating Council for Higher
Education. He has served as
president of the California State
Board of Education and the World
Affairs Council of Northern
California. He still is a trustee of
the World Affairs Council.

In recognition of service to his
profession and interest in higher
education, Heilbron was awarded
an honorary doctor of laws degree
by the University of California in
1961.
Receiving their diplomas in the
evening commencement exercises
will be students completing their
work during the fall, winter and
spring quarters of the current
year. Since the college has but one
graduation a year, those students
planning to complete their
requirements during the coming
summer are also permitted to
participate in the exercises.

'...height of journalistic irrelevance..'
EDITOR'S NOTE: "Who's?"

Yechhh!, Nausea, tokenistic,
absurd, a drowning depression,
total frustration, void, fat ass, a
hell, screwed, undernourished,
crisis-provoked, thwarting,
perverted, Blechhh! and bullshit.
These are just a few of the terms
that describe the brand of
journalism espoused by the editor
of the "Pawprint." If this group
of words happens to sound
familar, they should, for they all
came from past editorials. The
author uses these terms, together
with other such insipid and
nefarious phrases to malign and
animadvert,
whomever or
whatever pleases him. The sick,
inept and imbecilic mentality
capable of
authoring such
abominations of the facts must
indeed be a unwonted case. To
summarize, garbage begets
garbage.
If
the author of
these
unconscionable articles had
demonstrated
(pardon the
unfortunate choice of words) the
least little bit of intelligency by
utilizing euphemisms rather than
his usual discursive and vehement
vernacular, one could base his
rebuttal on an appeal to reason.
However, the antithesis holds
true, making this a profligate
course of action. Therefore we
must digress to his level to
communicate.
In his capricious world of
insecurity and
megalomania,
where he fears persecution by a
member of the administration or
faculty, because they possess the
knowledge and wisdom, which he
is so badly in need of.
in his asinine quest to propitiate
his ego and show his non-existent
superiority, the fool shows
through, with every utterance.
Such acts that aggrieve the public,
along with gross exhibitions of
student immaturity will not
ameliorate our drive to obtain a
greater degree of self-determina
tion. For my money, I will still
entrust my future to a member of
the faculty or administration, who
has spent most of his life
educating students, rather than a
young punk., who has nothing but
umbrage for the establishment
and whose behavior is an atavism
to the tribal rites and feudal
ceremony
of
our primate
ancestors.
After reading the editorial in
Vol. 4 N. 23. May 9, 1969, I was
positive that the height of
journalistic
irrelevance and
confusion had been reached.
However,
in last
Friday's
"Pawprint", the editorial was the
crowning achievement. It was a
classical study in casuistry,
incompetence and mendacity.

This catastrope was I suppose, the
author's idea of a rebuttal to a
memorandum addressed to a
committee written by a respected
member of
the academic
community. The author iwth his
usual fling for absurity and
distortion, ignores the facts while
he vituperates this Professor for
what he calls, "erronious and
narrow-minded assumptions," but
the only detectable assumptions
made in the editorial are those of
the author. For one who
seemingly expresses so much
concern over; student liberties,
human needs, compentent student
representation and student
freedoms, he exhibits prodigiously
inimical attitude towards the
subjects of his convem. This
editorial (as well as the others)
along with most of the A.S.B.
actions, shows the intelligence,
the wisdom and responsibility of a
rock.
Perhaps, if student
government
(including the
Pawprint) would take a more
veracious view of the world and
approach its problems with an
utilitarian method, instead of the
ludicrous and unconscionable way
it now uses, then, maybe more
students would take part. It is
evident from these articles that
the author spends his class time in
blistful slumber, because he
obviously has yet not learned to
read.
For an entire year this vulgar
excuse for a newspaper has
disseminated malicious, irrelevant,
insipid and offensive garbage. It
has
reduced
journalism to
maligning and animadverting
anything their sick little minds
can come up with. Their wanton
usage of such bellicose rhetoric
under the delusion that it is big
time journalism is at best done so
on an apocryphal basis. All this is
done under the guise of
responsible concern for student
rights. If the editor does have a
genuine interest in improving the
paper and obtaining more help, he
should resign and then watch the
immediate improvements take
place. So either bring the paper up
to an adult level or eliminate it!
Oh yes, where is the daisy now?
Warwick P. Hall
Senior Biology Major

Editor's Note:
Mr. Warwick P. Hall, if you have
deplored both my editorials and
the manner in which I run the
Pawprint, why have you waited
five months to respond? And why
via messenger service and not in
person?
If you shake a sleeper hard
enough, he's bound to wake up
eventually.

LIVE BAND
TODAY!!
The

Junior

class of

1969-70 will

present, today at 11:30, in the free
speech

area,

the

Electromagnetic

Spectrum Band." The band is being
presented
student

in

an effort to stimulate

interest,

and

to

show that

activities are possible. So be there —
don't miss it!
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The draft

Why object?

By BEN JACQUES
First of all there are many human condition, demands an end
reasons a person may not want to to the hit-and-miss, slip-shod
be inducted into the armed forces. approach to human problems. It is
These reasons can be religious, no longer possible, if it ever was,
political or simply personal or can to solve problems by military
be combinations of these three, means. Vietnam and Biafra are
which they usually are. That a examples of large-scale suffering
person knows which reasons are which the rich powers of the
recognized by the present draft world cannot seem to end.
laws as valid arguments for
And what are the problems that
deferments or exemptions from cannot wait for individual nations
conscription is important. He can to settle their disputes? They are,
obtain information on the draft, it can be easily seen; the
choices and alternatives from ever-increasing danger of nuclear
draft information centers in most war; hunger and
with it
large cities and on many college mal-nutrition and starvation;
campuses.
over-population; poverty and
It is perhaps more important to illiteracy; civil and race rights; and
society and the whole of societies what many think extremely
to comprehend the basis behind serious, the threat to human
the
continuing, wide-spread values posed by the sheer size of
objection to the draft. In the arms race and the cold war.
otherwords, what rationale is
It is true that the poor of the
there for the anti-draft movement world are getting only poorer and
which has led its supporters, many the rich only richer, observers
of them personally out of danger state, noting that in many
of conscription, to confront the population
groupings the
draft?
birth-rate exceed^ the growth in
There has always been religious rate of food production, a
objection to violence and war and production that is not now even
concurrent commitments by feeding those who live. Two-thirds
many relegious groups and of the world lives on a bare
individuals to back up their subsistence level. In ten to 15
objectives
by
refusing to years starvation will present the
participate in or support in any single major compelling force to
way war or the war machine, even international relations. The
if this meant imprisonment or Western World, especially the
exile, which it often did.
United States, Canada and
The first extended large-scale Austrialia, will have to decide
draft in modern times occured which of the famished nations it
between 1800 and 1812 when can assist and which it will let go,
2,616,000 men were conscripted because there will not be enough
into Napolean's armies. In 1805 food to give to every nation that
Napolean is reported to have said needs it, many project.
to Metternich, "I can use up
Critics then turn to the annual
25,000 men a month." (The 150 billion dollars spent on
Draft?, American Friends Service destructive weapons, to the 80
Committee, New York, 1968, billion dollars spent by the United
pagel).
States alone on war and defense,
Fleeing h-om these and similar and demand a re-evaluation of
wars, tens of thousands of methods and effects. They note
Europeans came to America that ten percent of America's
where there was no conscription. labor force is involved in military
In the United States, there has or defense work, that the United
been a continuous draft, except States has 429 major and 2,972
for a 17-month period, since minor military bases in the world;
1940.
that out of an armed forces of
But on the whole, draft about three and a half million,
resistence and pacifism have been one and one half million troops
assumed to be irrelevant to real are stationed in foreign countries.
every-day problems and solutions. (See Time, April 11, 1969, and
Objectors to the fraft were The Christian Science Moniter,
thought to be either impractical March 21,1969)
idealists or responsibility shirkers,
There are many other serious
or both.
criticisms of what has been called
Why, then, the broad range of the "military-industrial complex,"
criticisms against the draft? Why but the simple fact to be seen, say
the questioning of the whole war observers, is that at no time has
and defense machinery? Why the man ever collectively sought to
involvement
of
clergymen, prepare for the gigantic problems
scientists, legislators beside the inherent in his immediate
objection of the draftee.
decision-making. He has chosen
Basically, point out many nationalism over and beyond the
observers, the world situation, the interests of the small, devdoping

Calendar
MONDAY, May 26
Theta Psl Omega
Frosh Council
Cultural Affairs
RECITAL: MaryLou Ham

PS 202
B20
L114
PS 10

12:30
1:30
1:30
8:15

TUESDAY, May 27
International Club
Seminar for Black Students
RECITAL: Dr. Arlo Harris
Activities Committee
Faculty Senate

PS 133
A 121
PS 10
Cafeteria
PS 122

10:30
10:30
11:30
12:30
2:30

WEDNESDAY, May 28
Senior Class Cabinet
Young Republicans

Cafeteria
PS 105

7:30 a.m.
11:30

THURSDAY, May 29
Juniors Hayride
Power Volleyball workshop
Players of Pear Garden
Reader's Theater
FRIDAY, May 30
Memorial Day Holiday

' 27% of faculty of questionable value'
As
demonstrated by a
characteristic student response
mode, there is a statistically
significant difference between a
"teacher and an "instructor," a
Psychology Department study
concluded late this month.
The study, based on the
responses of 983 CSCSB students,
was designed so that "a qualitative
line could be drawn between
professor A and professor B, thus
providing a more distinct criterion
for faculty employment."
"Questionnaires used in this
study were structured in such a
manner so as to allow a
description of professors on a
scale ranging from 'teacher' (i.e.,
outstanding) to 'instructor' (i.e.,
poor)," the report added.
Resultant date, it emphasized,
was contingent upon
the
"dynamic organization within
each student and/or professor of
those
relatively stable,
hypothetical, psychophysical
systems — inferred from the
behavior of each — which
determine the unique manner in
which they adjust to their
environment."
Major results are as follows:
"Instructors" (i.e., 27% of all
faculty
members)
are
characterized by (1) a class
attendance seldom exceeding 68%
of the total enrollment, by (2)
exam means which seldom exceed
nation. He has sought national
economic prosperity and security
against plain indications that in
the longer run his decisions would
endanger his world society.
A n y o n e
l o o k i n g
.at-all-objectively at the world
situation, many claim, can see
that a ceiling in the arms race, in
population and hunger has been
reached, and can understand the
urgency of a statement like
Economist Kenneth Bouldings:
"If the human race is to survive it
will have to change its ways of
thinking more in the next 25
years than in the last 25,000
years." (See "Population and
Poverty" and "The Prevention of
World War III" by Boulding in
Peace Is Possible, edited by
Elizabeth Jay Hollins, Grossman
Publishers, New York, 1966),
Now the draft, say objectors far
from in any way supporting a
machinery which can effect
solutions to human problems,
problems which have reached
their ceilings, only makes the
situation much worse. Many
objectors decide to work within
the present laws to effect change,
co-operating with the Selective
Service
but
requesting
conscientious-objection status and
performing two years of alternate
civilian service. Others seek
deferments and exemptions
provided for by the draft laws.

50%, by (3) continual student
clock watching, and yawning
during lecture — at average rates
of .1.10 R and .23 R per minute,
respectively, and by (4) frequent,
but inappropriate class laughter
during lecture, whispering,
sighing, and snoring ~ at average
estimated intensities of 65, 40,
28, and 18 decibels, respectively,
"Teachers" (i.e., 73% of the
faculty) are characterized by (1) a
class attendance seldome falling
below 93%, by (2) exam means
rarely
under 73%, by (3)
occasional clock watching, and
yawning — at average rates of .04
R and .05 R per minute,
respectively, and
by (4)
"extraneous sounds during lecture
so slight as to be imperceptible."
"On the basis of these results,"
the report stated, "the Psychology
Department recommends that an
annual evaluation program be
initiated."
It added, "The records of this
department indicate that the
mean age of students at this
college is 24. We therefore believe
that students — as voters and

taxpayers of this state — should
be allowed to evaluate faculty
members, and
that
their
evaluation of professors should be
considered when faculty contracts
expire,"
"Only through such student
evaluation of faculty," the report
stressed, "can the College return
the
timid
and
pedestrian
instructor to his laboratory
cubicle, and thus make room for
the boldly dynamic pilot who is
the teacher,"
It was noted, however, that the
Division of Natural Sciences does
not agree with the report's
conclusions.
"We have formally charged the
Psychology Department with
professorial heresy. Acting as the
official
propagandist of the
Division of Social Sciences, their
report grossly distorts all facts.
Consequently, we have demanded
that they retract their report, and
immediately vacate the Biological
Sciences Building . ,. where they,
are not located," a spokesman for
the Division of Natural Sciences
observed.

UCD

Summer training program
The Ford Foundation and the
Center for Educational Reform
have granted five thousand dollars
to establish a special Summer
Training
Program at the
University of California at Davis.
The Program will deal with the
present crisis in higher education
and the demands of students for
educational changes. There are
few ways that students can gain
perspectives beyond higher
education's narrow vision to deal
with the serious problems in
American society. 'The Summer
Program will attempt to provide a
framework of
analysis for
effective changes and develop

skills students need in order to
broaden their own campus' vision.
Participants will live together in
a living-learning community and
will actively help to shape the
program as it progresses. The
Program begins Monday, June
16th and runs through August
9th. The total cost, including
tuition, room & board, for th6
two months is $220, There will be
some work scholarships available.
Students who wish to apply or
who want additional information
should write immediately to:
SUMMER
TRAINING
PROGRAM, P.O. Box 676, DavU,
Calif, 95616 or call (916)^
752-2566 during the day.

Faculty election results
SUBJECT: ANNUALJ=^U^TY_E^LJj:j2^^^
Tlie Faculty election process is now completed. Here are tlie
complete results.
Faculty Senate Representative-at-Large
J. Hirsoka
Academic Senate
K, Schofield
Committee on Retention, Promotion & Tenure
R. Barnes
J. Hirsoka
Appeals Committee
R. Dennemeyer
R, Petrucci
R. Smith
Alternate Members
G. K. Dolan
J. Hafstrom
HUMANITIES DIVISIOtST
Faculty Senate (2 positions)
A—V and Educ. TV Committee
College Reading Program
Curriculum Committee
Fiscal Affairs & Campus Development
Library Committee
Student Affairs Committee
Teacher Preparation Committee

blAIURAL SajNCEpmSK^
Faculty Senate

5C Stables
7:00 p.m.
Gym 100 (men) 6:30 p.m.
C116

As I See It... BY DON LANNON

12:30 p.m.

— Three Day weekend

boue
NOT

WStb

S. Elizondo
B. Golden
W, Slout
M. Eberhard
E.White
C. Mayo
B. Golden
W. Haney
J. Bas

A—V and Educ. TV Committee
College Reading Program
Lectures & Public Affairs Committee
Library Committee
Student Affairs Committee

J. Crum (2 yrs.)
R. Stein (1 yr.)
K.Mantei
L. Kalbus
A. Sokoloff
R. Goodman
R. DeRemer

Admissions & Academic Standards Committee
A—V and Educ. TV Committee
Curriculum Committee
Fiscal Affairs & Campus Development
Student Affairs Committee
Teacher Preparation Committee

C. M. O'Gara
G. Weiny
G. K. Dolan
M. Bloomberg
G. Stanton
R, West

Faculty Senate
R.Graves, F.Penalosa,
Admissions and Academic Standards Committee
A-V and Educ. TV Committee
Curriculum Committee
Lectures & Public Affairs Committee
Library Committee
Fiscal Affairs & Campus Development
(one year replacement for R. Roberts)

F. Damaske
F. Damaske
J. D. Thomas
F. Penalosa
B. Khare
K. Schofield

tQURIlCONSTITUENT UNr^

I.O'^'ALpCIEpCESpmSIp^

G. Pickensgill
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News Briefs I

Dr. Harris to present
[(eyboard interpretations
A Cat State, San Bernardino
chemist who made his concert
debut
with
the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra at age 19
will present a program of piano
and harpsichord music at 11:30
a.m., Tuesday, May 27.
The versatile faculty member is
Dr. Arlo Harris, who has made
chemistry his profession and
music his hobby.
The public is invited to the hour
program, which Dr. Harris has
entitled
''Keyboard
Interpretations." It will be given
in the Lecture Hall of the Physical
Sciences Building.
Dr. Harris, who began playing
the piano at the age of hve,
studied at the Conservatory of
Music in Cincinnati throughout
his teen years. After making his
debut with the symphony, playing
Greig's "Second Piano Concerto,"
Harris decided there were too
many concert pianists and
stopped his serious study. He
appeared on radio and television
and then turned to night-club
entertaining,
performing
throughout Ohio and in New
Orleans under the stage name of
Jerry Saunders.
Although deeply involved in
teaching chemisti^ to college

PAWPRINT

CSCSB'S FIRST SWIMMING Robbie Davis, and Shirlee Juarez.
pentathlon will be held Thursday,
Patti Smith was chosen as this
May 29 at 3:30 p.m. The year's senior Woman of the year.
competition is open to all persons
Theta Psi's new officers are:
students, Dr. Harris still spends 25 eligible for intramurals. Those
Robbie Davis — President
to 30 hours a week at the piano. interested should sign up at the
Mary Francis Lenker — Vice
For his noon-hour program, Dr. P.E. Equipment Issue window. President
Linda Smith — Secretary
Harris will present five groups of Events are: 50-yard butterfly,
backstroke, 50-yard
Sandra Hitson — Treasurer
three songs representing various 5-yard
kinds of music. Opening will be free-style and 100-yard individual
Olga Demas — Historian
contemporary
Russian and medley. Final places will be
American
numbers. The determined on the basis of
THE OUTDOOR'S CLUB is
expressionistic group will contain performance in all five events.
having a hike this Saturday, May
Beethoven's "MoorJight Sonata"
24, to the Pinnacles near Lake
THE
P.E. DEPT. HAS Arrowhead. We're leaving from
plus a Russian and an American
ANNOUNCED that all lockers Market Basket, 40th and Mtn.
number.
(men and women — staff and View at 9:30 a.m. After the hike,
On the harpsichord. Dr. Harris faculty included) are to be cleared
will play brief compoations by and locks turned into the there will be a get-together to plan
Handel, Beethoven and Bach. Equipment Issue Room by 5:30, for summer events. A car
camp-out is planned for Memorial
Representing the modem period Friday, June 6,1969.
Day weekend in the Cleveland
will be "Alfie," the Beetles
Natl. Forest near Black Canyon.
"Yesterday" and "Old Man
SUNDAY EVENING AT 6:30
For any further information
River." The program wnll
please contact P.E. Dept.,
conclude with three classical ON May 18th, Theta Psi Omega
extension 431.
cdncert numbers, "Malaguena," a held their installation dinner at
Nena's Mexican Restaurant in San
waltz and the "Ritual Fire
Bernardino. The purpose of the
THE CSCSB CHAPTER OF
Dance," and a surprise final.
dinner was two-fold, to install THE Student California Teachers
new officers and to announce the
Association recently held the
HUNT BIG FOOT!?
senior Woman of the year. There
election
of officers. The duties of
THE
MISSING
LINK
were three Candidates for senior
president has been passed from
BETWEEN APE AND MAN
Woman of the year: Patti Smith, John Snvder to Doug Shartzer.
Want to try to hunt down these
ape men for pictures and tracks?
Join me! N. California and
Canada (especially Vancouver
Island) is where they live, in
spread out colonies. If you have
a good traveling vehicle — great!
Contact; Rich Brown, 875-2667
or ask around for me.

AN ENVIRONMENT
IN FOUR ACTS

JET CHARTERS
L.A. to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to L.A.
— Channel Crossing only once —

*

*

Shows from 9 to 12 P.M.
MARY McCASLIN
Adm. $1.50 — Coffee 1 Penny

•

SIERRA TRAVEL INC.
9875 Santa Monica B., Beverly
Hills
Name:
Address:
City:
_Zim

OPEN MIX TO THE FIRST 50
STUDENTS TO COME!
Sponsored by Art 254 — Spatial Design

EXTREMELY LARGE STOCK • Open Evenings

PICKWICK
BOOKSHOPS

THANKS
I want to express my sincere thanks to all

Inland Center, San Scrnardina
TU 9-«335
<743 Hollrweed Blvd.,
Hallyvioed (213) HO 91191

those who voted for me and supported me in

'EUREKA' RALLYE, HOOT &
WEINER ROAST. 7:00 p.m.
College parking lot, $1.75 per
team (includes food) Bring maps,
flashlight, and so* on. $.75 extra
for added persons.

HORIZON CLUB FORUM
HYPNOSIS IN ACTION
May 28,7:30 P.M.
Holiday Inn
Public Invited

Folk Music Center

$279 June 18/Sept. 6
$288 June 16/Sept. 13
$298 June 14/Sept.1
SPECIAL: 3-weeks flight:
$279 Aug. 16/Sept. 7
Free Travel Service included.
No Club membership fees.
Phone (213) 274-0729 or
272-8081 or mail coupon to E.
KAHN SFVSC c.o.

May 29
11:30-12:30
PS 19

PENNY UNIVERSITY

Vice-presidential responsibilities
were given by Mike Ventura to
Judy Snyder. Diana Bingham will
continue as secretary for her
second term. Ishma^ Soto has
relinquished his job as treasurer to
Monzella
Watts.
Program
chairman Lou Aery is succeeded
by Carol Hartenstein.
Special meetings dealing with
the teaching profession have been
well-attended, and guest speakers
included Dr. Jim Lewis from the
state office of C.T.A.; Mr. Lloyd
Roberts, regional director of
C.T.A.; Drs. Keith Dolan, W.
McAfea, Leslie Van Marter, R.
Roberts and Mr. Stein (math
dept.)
SCTA meetings are held once a
month on campus, and once a
month at The Sveden House in
San Bernardino.

162 South Mt. Vernon
San Bernardino

JET CHARTERS

8 Summer flights
of 4 to 10 weeks
$280 r.t. or $175 one-way
For details write to Prof. Frank
Paal 247 Roycroft Ave, Long
Beach 90803
438-2179

EUROPE
$215 to $315 R. Trip
Also to Israel & Orient
Rep. Amit Peles (714) 624 5490
10342 Ramona Ave. Apt. J
Montciatr, Calif. 91763
or e.S.E.P.—L.VA. (213) 651 3311

SBAKE7
pizza ;s^
snmrs
DlZic

the election. Your confidence in me has given
me the additional incentive to do the best

SBAESrS
kappjfpeopl

possible job that I can as your new JUNIOR
CLASS PRESIDENT.
Much Thanks,
Jim Bishop

M
M

Young, insolent bum, 24, wishes to meet earthy,
flesh-minded chick. I am % Danish,

-K

potourri, 6'3",

170 pounds, dirty blonde hair, widi blood-shot, blue
eyes. I drink and smoke all kinds of things. I have

-K

M

nev^ yet been married, and never intend to be. I am

-K

making a career
foul-mouthing the

-K

interest

are

out of rabble-rousing and
establishment. Some of my

chicks,

poker,

tennis,

chicks,

harmonica-playing, driving on the wrong side of the

-K
-K
-K

M
-K

road at high speeds, and chicks. I do printing part
time, and am interested in atheism. I can't teach
anyone anything, because I don't pretend to know

M
M
M
-K

enough about myself yet. Am interested in meeting a
girl with similar hang-ups. No right-wingers, uptights,
science majors, D.A.R.'s, librarians, or teeny-boppers
with foam rubber and hair spray. Please write to Mark
Trenam, P-22 CSCSB. Send $25.00 for autographed
photo. Absolutely no C.O.D.'s.

Save up to $3.00!
Major label LP's! Top artists!
ROLLING STONES

SONNY & CHER

WES MONTGOMERY

WOODY GUTHRIE

PETE SEEGER

DAVE VAN RONK

CHARLIE BYRD

RAY CHARLES

CHAD MITCHELL TRIO

THE ANIMALS

STAN GETZ

JIMMY SMITH

ASTRUD GILBERTO

RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS

THELONIOUS MONK

Many more in this special purchase. Classics included!
-k

M

-K

Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection!

Sale starts today!
COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

This space of beauty has been
provid^ by the Black Students'
Union, CSCSB. Pass the word that
we are Alive and Well.

Pages
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Dr. Picker chosen
first dean of instruction

A faculty member from San
Francisco State Ck)llege will
become the first dean of
instruction at California State
College, San Bernardino.
Appointment of Dr. Robert D.
Picker to the new post, effective
in the fall, was announced today
by President John M. Pfau.
A geographer. Dr. Picker has
been at San Francisco State for
six years. He previously taught at
the Wisconsin State University
and at the
University of
Washington.
In filling the new position at Cal
State, Dr. Picker will assume
major
responsibility
for
development of the undergraduate
and graduate programs of the
college. He will work directly with
the vice president for acadepiic
affairs, Dr. Gerald Scherba, in
planning for the first graduate

degrees to be offered by the
collie.
The incoming dean has received
numerous awards and grants for
advanced study, including a
Woodrow Wilson Scholarship,
various faculty research grants, an
NDEA summer institute grant,
and
a
National
Science
Foundation award. He is a
member of varoius scholarly and
professional organizations in the
field
of
international
development, political science and
geography.
Dr. Picker earned his bachelor's
and
master's degrees from
Columbia and his Ph.D. from the
University of Washington.
His principal areas of interest
within his field are economic
geography, social change, regional
planning and the Soviet Union
and Eastern Europe.

Mary Lou Ham in recital May 26
Songs by Italian, German,
Spanish and American composers
will be sung by a Cal State, San
Bernardino music major in her
senior recital Monday, May 26.
Soprano Mary Lou Ham of
Riverside will present her recital
at 8:15 p.m. in the Lecture Hall
of the Physical Sciences Building.
The public is invited.
Accompanying Miss Ham will
be a member of the college
faculty, Michael Andrews.
In the opening selections by
Henry
Purcell,
the
accompaniment will be on the

harpsichord.
Miss Ham's program also
includes Italian
ariettas by
Paisiello, Scarlatti and Legrenzi;
five German lieder by Hugo Wolf
and Richard Strauss; two arias
from the American opera, "The
Consul" by Gian-Carlo Menotti;
four songs by the early 20th
century American Charles Ives;
and a selection of classical Spanish
songs by Fernando J. Obradors.
Miss Ham anticipates becoming
a teacher after her graduation
from Cal State this spring.

100 attend Drs. Khare/Thomas
India program
By MIKE ZLAKET
On Tuesday, May 13, the
International Club presented a
program about India, "The Land
of Diversity." The program was
arranged and presented by Dr. Brij
Khare of the Political Science
department, and by Dr. Jim
Thomas of Academic Affairs. The
program
consisted
of
approximately three hundred
slides taken by Dr. Thomas and
Dr. Khare when they visited India
in 1966. Dr. Khare was born,
raised and educated in India, and
Dr. Thomas went to India in 1966
to conduct some studies.
The program was very unique in
that the slides were projected,
three at a time, on three screens.
This is similar to Cinerama, which
uses three screens and three
projectors. Dr. Khare called it a
"poor man's cinerama," but there
was hardly anything poor about
it. The slides and the projection
were excellent, as were the
explanations and commentaries
by Dr. Khare and Dr. Thomas.
The object of the program was
to acquaint the viewers with
the land of India, and also to show
the many contrasts and diversities
of the country. The program
succeeded very well in doing both
things. The projection of three
slides simultaneously helped to
achieve beautifully the display of
the contrasts. For example, on
one screen was shown a scene of
the modern city of Madras, the
capital of India; on the center

screen and right could be seen
scenes from
village and
average-size community. The
slides showed the differences in
the way of life: the different
habitats, modes of dress, the
different types of
religious
worship,
differences in
matrimonial ceremonies among
the different
Indians,
the
different jewelry worn. Scenes
depicting the difference in an area
before and after a heavy storm
were shown, as were some shots
of India's beautiful scenery.
Scenes of India's largest cities

were shown. All agricultural areas,
villages, and provinces are not the
same; this was amply illustrated
by the many slides. Even the cities
are different.
The program lasted one hour,
and even then not all of the
contrasts were made known, for
some slides had been deleted. This
program was one of great interest
and also very informative. It
attracted one hundred people; and
hopefully, future programs of
such high quality will attract more
people in the future.

Reader's theatre puts on war
By JUDY SNYDER
The
Reader's Theater,
sponsored by the Cultural Affairs
Committee, will be offering
"War," which will include slides,
music, and poetry and prose
readings, on Thursday, May 29th,
and 12:30 p.m. in the Little
Theater. Students and staff are
ui^ed to attent this most unusual
and
dramatic
presentation.
Students participating will be:
Terry Dray, Kevin Rydell, Theresa
Brown, Mike Stapleton, and Bob
Forshay.
The Cultural Affairs Committee
will also sponsor a "Medieval
Happening" in the Library Patio
on Wednesday, May 28th, at
11:30 a.m. Harpsichord music and
medieval verse will be featured.
Students and staff are invited to

ANOTHER THOUSAND WORDS of slanted editorial by Mark Trenam.

come and enjoy the sun and the
festive atmosphere.
A Student Art Show will be
held June 4, 5, 6 in the Student.
Lounge from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. Members of the student
community will be displaying
their art. The show will also be,
open on June 5th at 7:30 p.m.
The Cultural Affairs Committee is
the sponsor.
The Inter-Club Council has
elected new officers for the
1969-70 academic year. President
will be Judith A. Snyder;
Vice-President, Mary Ann
Williamson; Secretary, Mary
Frances Lenker; and iSreasurer,
Bob Forshay. The I.C.C. will
participate in the Fall Orientation
and also on Club Sign-Up Day.

